CONNECT

KEY FEATURES
Secure and large file sharing
from all devices and browsers
Removal of hidden, sensitive
content before a file is shared
online
Shared groups enhance
collaboration and communication
on files
In-document commenting
tagged to position
Comparison of document
versions from any desktop or
mobile device
Customizable workspaces and
custom URL
Desktop Sync App for
Windows and MacOS
Workshare Mobile app for
iOS and Android
Granular folder permission
settings (including expiration
date)
Group template policy
control and enforcement
ECM and DMS integrations

DATA SHEET

Share ideas, never miss a conversation, and ensure everyone is always up to date.
Workshare Connect is a secure file sharing and collaboration application that enables
users to work on and evolve high-value documents with anyone, anywhere.
Workshare’s unique commenting and comparison features help users understand
and communicate changes more rapidly and accurately during the review process.
IT groups can ensure data governance and mitigate risk of data leaks by exerting
full control over how documents are shared and who accesses them. They can also
maintain control over where corporate data is located, either on-premise or in the
cloud, and extend the reach and ROI of Enterprise Content Management (ECM) and
Document Management Systems (DMS).

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

USER ENGAGEMENT

Achieve more rapid and efficient
collaboration, while working on high-value
business documents. Connect provides
secure online workspaces that allow users
to access, review, and share content with
complete version control, all in one place,
making collaboration simple.

Workshare Connect makes it easy for users
to access and share their files, anytime and
anywhere, inside or outside the organization,
across all devices. As files are being worked
on and reviewed, automatic notifications of
new comments and updates to files keep
everyone in the loop.

RISK MITIGATION

OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCIES

Full IT control over user access and file
sharing. Unique data-leak-prevention
policies, such as hidden sensitive data
removal across all channels of
communication, prevents accidental
exposure of sensitive information. Additional
data control features allow complete
governance over where data is stored,
including a hybrid option with on-premise
data.

Users are more productive, even when out
of the office, and document reviews are
more efficient. Integration and syncing with
existing DMS or ECM systems allows IT
groups to increase the ROI of IT
investments while extending them to
include new collaborative opportunities.

User and account
management and reporting
Device management and
control – provision and
deprovision authorized devices
Centralized data management
Customer data center locations –
Hybrid (option)
LDAP/Active Directory
integration and single sign
on (option)
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CONNECT

DATA SHEET

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

USER AND DATA CONTROL OPTIONS

BROWSER SUPPORT:

User Control satisfies the need most organizations have to control who has access, what
devices they can use, and to enforce policy over how they share business documents,
governed by IT. User Control also includes user and account management and policy-driven
metadata removal to eliminate risks associated with inadvertently sharing hidden data within
documents.

Mozilla Firefox version 4 and newer
Google Chrome version 10 and newer
Apple Safari version 4 and higher
Internet Explorer 9 and newer
Opera version 10 and higher

SUPPORTED MOBILE VIEWS:
Any browser enabled device

Data control includes deployment options in the cloud that let IT groups decide which specific
country their data is stored in. With the Hybrid add-on, documents can be stored in the
organization’s own data center. Data Control also lets companies externalize and mobilize
documents held in their ECM or DMS, securely and simply.

DESKTOP APPS - MAC:
10.6 (Snow Leopard)
10.7 (Lion)
10.8 (Mountain Lion)

DESKTOP APPS - WINDOWS:
Vista
7
8

MOBILE APPS:
The certified environments for
Workshare Mobile App are iPad
and iPhone running iOS 5 and
above and Android tablet, v.2.3.3
and above.

Figure 1: Connect makes it easy to collaboratively evolve high-value business documents

WORK. REINVENTED.

ABOUT WORKSHARE
Workshare is a leading provider of secure enterprise file sharing and collaboration applications. Workshare allows
individuals to easily create, share, and manage high-value content anywhere, on any device. Workshare enhances
the efficiency of the collaborative process by enabling content owners to accurately track and compare changes
from contributors simultaneously. Workshare also reduces the commercial risk posed by inadvertently sharing
confidential or sensitive documents. More than 2 million professionals in 70 countries use Workshare’s
award-winning desktop, mobile, tablet, and online applications.
For more information visit www.eaglenetworks.it/workshare
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